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FROBENIUS AND CARTIER ALGEBRAS OF STANLEY-REISNER
RINGS
JOSEP ÀLVAREZ MONTANER∗ †, ALBERTO F. BOIX∗ ‡, AND SANTIAGO ZARZUELA∗
Abstract. We study the generation of the Frobenius algebra of the injective hull of a
complete Stanley-Reisner ring over a ﬁeld with positive characteristic. In particular, by
extending the ideas used by M. Katzman to give a counterexample to a question raised
by G. Lyubeznik and K. E. Smith about the ﬁnite generation of Frobenius algebras, we
prove that the Frobenius algebra of the injective hull of a complete Stanley-Reisner ring
can be only principally generated or inﬁnitely generated. Also, by using our explicit
description of the generators of such algebra and applying the recent work by M. Blickle
about Cartier algebras and generalized test ideals, we are able to show that the set of F -
jumping numbers of generalized test ideals associated to complete Stanley-Reisner rings
form a discrete subset inside the non-negative real numbers.
1. Introduction
M. Katzman gave in [14] an example of a co-ﬁnite module M over a complete local
ring R of prime characteristic p > 0 for which the algebra of Frobenius operators F(M)
introduced by G. Lyubeznik and K. E. Smith in [16] is not ﬁnitely generated as R-algebra,
thus giving a negative answer to a question posed in loc. cit. In his example R is a non-
Cohen-Macaulay quotient of a formal power series ring in three variables by a squarefree
monomial ideal and M = ER is the injective hull of the residue ﬁeld of R.
The aim of this work is to extend his ideas to study the algebra of Frobenius operators
F(ER) and its Matlis dual notion of algebra of Cartier operators C(R) of any Stanley-
Reisner ring R = S/I deﬁned by a squarefree monomial ideal I ⊆ S = k[[x1, . . . , xn]].
First we obtain in Section 3 a precise description of these algebras that shows that they
can only be principally generated or inﬁnitely generated as R-algebras depending on the
minimal primary decomposition of the ideal. It is worthwile to mention here that when
F(ER) is principally generated it is possible to give an algorithmic description of the tight
closure of the zero submodule of ER (see [15]).
The Frobenius algebra F(ER) of the injective hull of the residue ﬁeld of R is princi-
pally generated for Gorenstein rings since in this case ER is isomorphic to the top local
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cohomology module Hnm(R) (see [16] for details). The converse also holds for normal va-
rieties. In Section 4 we explore examples of Stanley-Reisner rings at the boundary of the
Gorenstein property, but we will see that one may even ﬁnd both non Cohen-Macaulay
examples with principally generated Frobenius algebra and Cohen-Macaulay examples
with inﬁnitely generated Frobenius algebra.
Given a pair (R, at) where a ⊆ R is an ideal and t ∈ R≥0, N. Hara and K. Y. Yoshida
[11] introduced generalized test ideals τ(R, at) as characteristic p > 0 analogs of multiplier
ideals. The recent development in the study of Cartier operators has given a new approach
to describe generalized test ideals of non-reduced rings and study the discretness of the
associated F -jumping numbers (see [19] for a recent survey on the subject). In this line of
research, M. Blickle [3] developed the notion of Cartier algebras and proved that when a
Cartier algebra is gauge bounded then the set of F -jumping numbers of the corresponding
generalized test ideals is discrete. He also proved that ﬁnitely generated Cartier algebras
are gauge bounded.
For a complete, local and F -ﬁnite ring it turns out that its algebra of Cartier operators is
isomorphic to the opposite of the Frobenius algebra on the injective hull of its residue ﬁeld.
In particular, if R is a Stanley-Reisner ring then its algebra of Cartier operators C(R) is an
R-Cartier algebra which is isomorphic to the opposite of the Frobenius algebra F(ER). By
using the description we have obtained in Section 3 for this Frobenius algebra, we are able
to prove in Section 5 that the corresponding Cartier algebra C(R) is gauge bounded even
in the case that it is inﬁnitely generated. Therefore, the F -jumping numbers of generalized
tests ideals associated to ideals of Stanley-Reisner rings form always a discrete set.
The composition of a Cartier and a Frobenius operator gives a diﬀerential operator.
This is a natural pairing that is an isomorphism for regular rings, being this fact one of
the building blocks in the so-called Frobenius descent (see [1] for an introduction). In
general, this pairing is far from being an isomorphism and so it is natural to ask for
its image. In the case of a Stanley-Reisner ring R we are able to check out as a ﬁnal
application of our description of its ring of Cartier operators C(R) how far this pairing
might be from being surjective.
2. Frobenius algebras vs. Cartier algebras
Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic p > 0. The aim of this Section is to
introduce the basic facts on the ring of Frobenius operators F(M) and the ring of Cartier
operators C(M) of an R-module M . To this purpose, recall that we can use the e-th
iterated Frobenius map F e : R−→R to deﬁne a new R-module structure on M given by
rm := rp
e
m. One denotes this R-module F e∗M . In fact, we can use this to deﬁne the e-th
Frobenius functor F e∗ from the category of left R-modules to itself.
2.1. Frobenius algebras. A pe-linear map ϕe : M−→M is an additive map that satisﬁes
ϕe(rm) = r
peϕe(m) for all r ∈ R, m ∈M . The set of all pe-linear maps is identiﬁed with
the abelian group
F e(M) := HomR(M,F e∗M).
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We remark the following facts:
· Composing a pe-linear map and a pe′-linear map in the obvious way as additive
maps we get a p(e+e
′)-linear map.
· Each F e(M) is a left module over F0(M) := EndR(M).
This leads G. Lyubeznik and K. E. Smith [16] to cook up the following ring.
Deﬁnition 2.1. The ring of Frobenius operators on M is the graded, associative, not
necessarily commutative ring
F(M) :=
⊕
e≥0
F e(M)
In loc. cit. the authors raise the question whether F(M) is ﬁnitely generated as an
F0(M)-algebra.
Given any commutative ring R one may construct the e-th Frobenius skew polynomial
ring R[θ;F e] as the left R-module freely generated by {θi}i≥0 with the multiplication
subject to the rule θr = rp
e
θ for all r ∈ R. The point of view considered in [16] is that
F e(M) may be identiﬁed with the set of all (left) R[θ;F e]-module structures on M . In
particular they also proved:
· F(R) ∼= R[θ;F ].
· F(Hnm(R)) ∼= R[θ;F ], where Hnm(R) is the top local cohomology module of a com-
plete n-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay ring (R,m).
More generally, given u ∈ R, one may also consider the R-subalgebra of R[θ;F e] gen-
erated by the element uθ. In fact, this is also the skew polynomial ring R[uθ;F e], freely
generated as left R-module by {(uθ)i}i≥0 with the multiplication uθr = rpeuθ. These are
the examples of principally generated Frobenius algebras that will appear in this work.
For more information of skew polynomial rings and Ore extensions one may consult [10].
2.1.1. Frobenius algebra of injective hulls. Let S = k[[x1, ..., xn]] be the formal power
series ring in n variables over a ﬁeld k of characteristic p > 0. Let I ⊆ S be any ideal
and ER be the injective hull of the residue ﬁeld of R = S/I. For this module we have
a nice description of the corresponding Frobenius algebra (see [2], [13]). Namely, there
exists a natural Frobenius action F from ER onto itself such that for each e ≥ 0, any
pe-linear map from ER onto itself is uniquely of the form gF
e, where g is an element of
(I [p
e] :S I)/I
[pe]. So there exists an isomorphism of R-modules
F e(ER) ∼= (I [pe] :S I)/I [pe]
that can be extended in a natural way to an isomorphism of R-algebras
F(ER) ∼=
⊕
e≥0
(I [p
e] :S I)/I
[pe]
Notice that F(ER) is an R-algebra due to the fact that F0(ER) = HomR(ER, ER) ∼= R.
In the following particular case we may give a more precise description of the structure
of a principally generated Frobenius algebra in terms of skew polynomial rings.
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Lemma 2.2. Assume that there is u ∈ S such that for all q = pe, e ≥ 0
(I [q] :S I) = I
[q] + (uq−1).
Then there is an isomorphism of R-algebras F(ER) ∼= R[up−1θ;F ].
2.2. Cartier algebras. A p−e-linear map ψe : M−→M is an additive map that satisﬁes
ψe(r
pem) = rψe(m) for all r ∈ R, m ∈ M . We identify the set of p−e-linear maps with
the abelian group
Ce(M) := HomR(F e∗M,M)
Analogously to the case of Frobenius algebras we have the following facts:
· Composing a p−e-linear map and a p−e′-linear map in the obvious way as additive
maps we get a p−(e+e
′)-linear map.
· Each Ce(M) is a right module over C0(M) := EndR(M).
Thus we may deﬁne:
Deﬁnition 2.3. The ring of Cartier operators on M is the graded, associative, not nec-
essarily commutative ring
C(M) :=
⊕
e≥0
Ce(M)
We should point out that this algebra does not generally ﬁt into the notion of R-Cartier
algebra (or R-algebra of Cartier type) deﬁned by M. Blickle in [3, Def. 2.2] because C0(M)
might be too big. His deﬁnition is as follows.
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring containing a ﬁeld of prime
characteristic p > 0. An R-Cartier algebra (or R-algebra of Cartier type) is a positively
graded R-algebra C := ⊕e≥0 Ce such that r · ψe = ψe · rpe for all r ∈ R,ψe ∈ Ce. The
R-algebra structure of C is nothing but a ring homomorphism R // C ; in fact, the
image of R lies in C0 since 1 ∈ R maps to 1 ∈ C0. One assumes that this structural map
R // C0 is surjective.
Example 2.5. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring containing a ﬁeld of character-
istic p > 0. The algebra C(R) of Cartier operators on R is an R-Cartier algebra, since
EndR(R) = R.
Given any commutative ring R one may also construct the e-th Frobenius skew polyno-
mial ring R[ε;F e] as the right R-module freely generated by {εi}i≥0 with the multiplication
subject to the rule rε = εrp
e
for all r ∈ R. In fact, R[ε;F e] is isomorphic to R[θ;F e]op, the
opposite ring of R[θ;F e]. As in the case of the Frobenius operators, the set Ce(M) may
be identiﬁed with the set of all (left) R[ε;F e]-module structures on M , or equivalently
with the set of (right) R[θ;F e]-module structures on M .
Again, for any element u ∈ R, one may also consider the R-subalgebra of R[ε;F e]
generated by the element εu, which is isomorphic to the skew polynomial ring R[εu;F e]
freely generated as a right R-module by {(εu)i}i≥0 with the multiplication rεu = εurpe .
These are the examples of principally generated R-Cartier algebras that will appear in
this work.
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2.2.1. Matlis duality. Let (R,m) be complete, local and F -ﬁnite. Then Matlis duality
induces an equivalence of categories between left R[θ;F e]-modules which are co-ﬁnite as R-
modules and R-ﬁnitely generated right R[θ, F e]-modules, equivalently R-ﬁnitely generated
left R[ε, F e]-modules, see [4], [20] for details. This equivalence is compatible with the
corresponding ring structures for the Frobenius operators and Cartier operators. It follows
that the R-Cartier algebra C(R) is isomorphic to the opposite of the algebra F(ER) of
Frobenius operators on the injective hull of the residue ﬁeld of R.
3. Main result
Let S = k[[x1, ..., xn]] be the formal power series ring in n variables over a ﬁeld k
of characteristic p > 0. Let I ⊆ S be an ideal generated by squarefree monomials
xα := xα11 · · ·xαnn , α ∈ {0, 1}n. Its minimal primary decomposition I = Iα1 ∩ · · · ∩ Iαs is
given in terms of face ideals Iα := 〈xi | αi 6= 0〉, α ∈ {0, 1}n. For simplicity we will denote
the homogeneous maximal ideal m := I1 = (x1, . . . , xn), where 1 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ {0, 1}n.
The positive support of α is supp+(α) := {i | αi > 0} and we will denote |α| = α1+· · ·+αn.
The main goal of this Section is describing (I [q] :S I) for any squarefree monomial ideal
I ⊆ S, where q = pe, e ≥ 0. First we collect some well-known general facts on colon
ideals. Let J ⊂ S be an ideal:
· (⋂ri=1 Iαi :S J) = ⋂ri=1(Iαi :S J)
· (J :S
⋂r
i=1 Iαi) ⊇
∑r
i=1(J :S Iαi)
Moreover, assume that I = (f1, · · · , ft) ⊆ S. Then:
· (J :S I) =
⋂t
i=1(J :S (fi))
· (J :S (fi)) = 1fi (J ∩ (fi))
For the very particular case of face ideals we get:
Lemma 3.1. Let Iα, Iβ ⊆ S = k[[x1, ..., xn]] be face ideals. Then:
(i) (I
[q]
α :S Iα) = I
[q]
α + (xα)q−1
(ii) (I
[q]
α :S Iβ) = I
[q]
α
Proof. We only have to use the previous properties as follows:
(i) (I
[q]
α :S Iα) =
⋂
i∈supp+(α)(I
[q]
α :S xi) =
⋂
i∈supp+(α)(I
[q]
α + (x
q−1
i )) = I
[q]
α + (xα)q−1.
(ii) Pick up k ∈ supp+(β) such that k 6∈ supp+(α). Then:
I [q]α ⊆ (I [q]α :S Iβ) =
⋂
i∈supp+(β)
(I [q]α :S xi) ⊆ (I [q]α :S xk) = I [q]α

Notice that for height one face ideals we have I
[q]
α + (xα)q−1 = (xα)q−1. It is also useful
to point that if Iα = (xi1 , . . . , xir) then I
[q]
α + (xα)q−1 =
⋂r
j=1(x
q
i1
, . . . , xq−1ij , . . . , x
q
ir
).
The main result in this Section is:
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Proposition 3.2. Let I = Iα1 ∩ · · · ∩ Iαs be the minimal primary decomposition of a
squarefree monomial ideal I ⊆ S. Then:
(I [q] :S I) = (I
[q]
α1
+ (xα1)q−1) ∩ · · · ∩ (I [q]αs + (xαs)q−1)
Before proving this result we need to introduce some notation. For every component
Iαi we will associate a (non unique) ideal 0 6= Ii ⊆ I having a very speciﬁc form. For
simplicity we will just develop the case i = 1. Let xj ∈ Iα1 a minimal generator of Iα1 .
Then one can always ﬁnd a minimal generator xi1xi2 · · ·xir of I such that xi1 = xj and
xik does not belong to Iα1 for any k = 2, . . . , r. We can do so because we are considering
a minimal primary decomposition of I. Now do this for each generator of Iα1 and deﬁne
I1 as the ideal generated by these monomials. Note that the monomials are all distinct.
Example 3.3. Let I = (xyt, xz, yz, zt) = (x, y, t) ∩ (x, z) ∩ (y, z) ∩ (z, t) ⊆ k[[x, y, z, t]].
We have the following ideals associated to each face ideal:
· I1 = (xz, yz, zt)
· I2 = (xyt, yz)
· I3 = (xyt, xz)
· I4 = (xz, xyt)
Note that we could also choose I2 = (xyt, zt), or I4 = (yz, xyt).
Proof of Proposition 3.2. We have:
(I [q] :S I) = (I
[q]
α1
∩ · · · ∩ I [q]αs :S I) = (I [q]α1 :S I) ∩ · · · ∩ (I [q]αs :S I)
To obtain the inclusion ⊇ in the statement notice that, for each face ideal Iαi ,
(I [q]αi :S I) = (I
[q]
αi
:S Iα1 ∩ · · · ∩ Iαs) ⊇
r∑
j=1
(Iαi :S Iαj) = I
[q]
αi
+ (xαi)q−1,
where the last equality comes from Lemma 3.1. On the other direction, recall that for
each Iαi we constructed the ideal Ii ⊂ I. Then
(I [q]αi :S I) ⊆ (I [q]αi :S Ii)
The generators of Ii of degree r are xi1xi2 · · · xir satisfying i1 ∈ supp+(αi), i2, . . . , ir 6∈
supp+(αi). Therefore, from the fact that
(I [q]αi :S xi1 · · ·xir) =
1
xi1 · · ·xir
(I [q]αi ∩ (xi1 · · ·xir)) =
{
I
[q]
αi + 〈xq−1i1 〉, if ht (Iαi) > 1,
I
[q−1]
αi , if ht (Iαi) = 1.
and that for each generator of Iαi we have one generator of Ii we obtain that
(I [q]αi :S I) ⊆ (I [q]αi :S Ii) =
⋂
(I [q]αi :S xi1 · · ·xir) = I [q]αi + (xαi)q−1

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Note that under the hypothesis of the above proposition we have in fact the equality
(I [q] :S I) = (I
[q]
α1
:S Iα1) ∩ · · · ∩ (I [q]αs :S Iαs)
In the unmixed case this equality formula may also be deduced from R. Fedder [8, Lemma
4.1].
3.1. Consequences. Let I = Iα1 ∩ · · · ∩ Iαs be the minimal primary decomposition of a
squarefree monomial ideal I ⊆ S and R = S/I the corresponding Stanley-Reisner ring.
From the formula
(I [q] :S I) = (I
[q]
α1
+ (xα1)q−1) ∩ · · · ∩ (I [q]αs + (xαs)q−1)
we can easily deduce that the Frobenius algebra F(ER) is either inﬁnitely generated or
principally generated. If we take a close look we see that only the following situations are
possible1:
(i) If ht (Iαi) > 1 for all i = 1, . . . , s then
(I [q] : I) = I [q] + Jq + (x
1)q−1,
where the generators xγ = xγ11 · · · xγnn of Jq satisfy γi ∈ {0, q − 1, q}. Notice that
xγ ∈ (x1)q−1 in the case when γi 6= 0 ∀i and that we may also have xγ ∈ I [q]
when a generator xα of I [q] divides xγ. In particular we end up with only two
possibilities depending whether Jq is contained in I
[q] + (x1)q−1 or not.
(a) (I [q] : I) = I [q] + (x1)q−1
(b) (I [q] : I) = I [q] + Jq + (x
1)q−1
In the later case, there exists a generator xγ of Jq having γi = q, γj = q−1, γk = 0
for 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n.
(ii) If ht (I) = 1 and there is i ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that ht (Iαi) > 1 then
(I [q] : I) = J ′q + (x
1)q−1.
In this case, at least there exists a generator xγ of J ′q such that x
γ 6∈ I [q] + (x1)q−1.
(iii) If ht (Iαi) = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , s then
(I [q] : I) = (x1)q−1.
Notice that in this case R = S/I is Gorenstein.
Proposition 3.4. With the previous assumptions:
· F(ER) ∼= S[(x1)(p−1)θ;F ] is principally generated in cases (i.a) and (iii).
· F(ER) is inﬁnitely generated in cases (i.b) and (ii).
The ﬁrst part follows from Lemma 2.2. We will see that the arguments used by M. Katz-
man in [14] can be generalized to obtain the second part.
1For simplicity we will assume that m = Iα1 + · · ·+ Iαs .
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3.1.1. M. Katzman's criterion. Let S be a regular complete local ring containing a ﬁeld
of characteristic p > 0. Let I ⊆ S be an ideal and ER be the injective hull of the residue
ﬁeld of R = S/I. For any e ∈ N denote Ke := (I [pe] :R I) and
Le :=
∑
1 ≤ β1, . . . , βs < e
β1 + · · ·+ βs = e
Kβ1K
[pβ1 ]
β2
K
[pβ1+β2 ]
β3
· · ·K [pβ1+···+βs−1 ]βs
The key result he used is:
Proposition 3.5 ([14]). For any e ≥ 1, let F<e be the R-subalgebra of F(ER) generated
by F0(ER), . . . ,F e−1(ER). Then
F<e ∩ F e(ER) = Le
For his very particular example, that is I = (x1x2, x1x3), he checked that for all e ≥ 1,
the element xq1x
q−1
2 ∈ Ke does not belong to Le. Therefore F e(ER) is not in F<e.
In the situation of cases (i.b) and (ii) we may always assume, without loss of generality,
that there exists a generator xγ ∈ Ke showing up in Jq or J ′q such that γ1 = q, γ2 =
q−1, γ3 = 0 and so has the form xγ = xq1xq−12 xγ44 · · ·xγnn with γi ∈ {0, q−1, q}, i = 4, . . . , n.
The proof that xγ 6∈ Le is almost verbatim, we include it here for completeness. Le is a
sum of monomial ideals so xγ ∈ Le if and only if xγ is in one of the summands. Fix e ≥ 1
and 1 ≤ β1, . . . , βs < e such that β1 + · · ·+ βs = e. We will show that the ideal
Kβ1K
[pβ1 ]
β2
K
[pβ1+β2 ]
β3
· · ·K [pβ1+···+βs−1 ]βs
does not contain xγ. In fact, it is enough to show that
Gβ1G
[pβ1 ]
β2
G
[pβ1+β2 ]
β3
· · ·G[pβ1+···+βs−1 ]βs ,
where Ge := (x
q
1x
q−1
2 x
γ4
4 · · ·xγnn ) does not contain xγ. The exponent of x1 in the generator
of the product above is
pβ1+(β1+β2)+···+(β1+···+βs) > pβ1+···+βs = pe
where the inequality follows from the fact that we must have s > 1.
Observe that any generator of (I [q] :R I) of the form considered above provides a new
generator for the Frobenius algebra.
3.1.2. Final remarks. In the case of an inﬁnitely generated Frobenius algebra F(ER) we
have some control on the number of generators of each graded piece F e(ER):
· The formula we obtain for (I [q] : I) is exactly the same ∀q, so we only have
to compute (I [p] : I), i.e. the ﬁrst graded piece F1(ER), to describe the whole
Frobenius algebra.
· Assume that F1(ER) has µ + 1 generators, µ generators coming from Jp or J ′p in
cases (i.b) and (ii) and the other one being (x1)p−1. Then, each piece F e(ER) adds
up µ new generators, those coming from the corresponding Jq or J
′
q.
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· This number µ can be particularly large, take for example an ideal I = Iα1∩· · ·∩Iαs
with disjoint variables. Then one can check that
µ =
s∏
i=1
(|αi|+ 1)−
s∏
i=1
|αi| − 1.
4. Examples
The Frobenius algebra F(ER) of the injective hull of the residue ﬁeld of R is principally
generated for local Gorenstein rings [16] so, by duality, if R is complete and F -ﬁnite the
Cartier algebra C(R) of a Gorenstein ring R is also principally generated. The converse
holds true for F -ﬁnite normal rings (see [3]). The case of squarefree monomial ideals we are
dealing with are in general non-normal so we will discuss examples at the boundary of the
Gorenstein property. It turns out that one may ﬁnd examples that, from a combinatorial
point of view, are very close to being Gorenstein with inﬁnitely generated associated
algebras and examples of principally generated Frobenius and Cartier algebras that are
not even Cohen-Macaulay.
Let I = Iα1 ∩ · · · ∩ Iαs be the minimal primary decomposition of a squarefree monomial
ideal of height r. The Gorenstein property of this type of ideals can be described using the
pieces that appear in the well known Hochster's formula2. It reads oﬀ as I is Gorenstein
if and only if
dimk[H˜n−r−|α|−1(linkα∆; k)] = 1 for all α ∈ {0, 1}n such that α ≥ αi, i = 1, . . . , s.
Here ∆ denotes the simplicial complex on the set of vertices {x1, . . . , xn} corresponding
to I via the Stanley-Reisner correspondence and, given a face σα := {xi | αi = 1} ∈ ∆,
the link of σα in ∆ is
linkα∆ := {τ ∈ ∆ | σα ∩ τ = ∅, σα ∪ τ ∈ ∆}.
4.1. Examples with pure height. Cohen-Macaulay, in particular Gorenstein rings, are
unmixed so we will start considering ideals such that all the ideals in the minimal primary
decomposition have the same height. Moreover we will only consider ideals involving all
the variables, i.e. m = Iα1 + · · ·+ Iαs .
In the following table we treat the cases of 3, 4 and 5 variables. Depending on the
height we count the number of ideals (up to relabeling) having principally generated (p.g.)
Frobenius algebra, how many Gorenstein (Gor) rings we get among them and the number
of ideals having inﬁnitely generated (i.g.) Frobenius algebra. All the computations were
performed with the help of CoCoA [6]:
2Hochster's formula gives a description of the Hilbert function of the local cohomology modules
Hrm(R/I) (see [21])
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n = 3 p.g. Gor i.g.
ht I = 1 1 1 -
ht I = 2 2 1 -
ht I = 3 1 1 -
n = 4 p.g. Gor i.g.
ht I = 1 1 1 -
ht I = 2 4 2 3
ht I = 3 3 1 -
ht I = 4 1 1 -
n = 5 p.g. Gor i.g.
ht I = 1 1 1 -
ht I = 2 6 2 13
ht I = 3 12 2 10
ht I = 4 4 1 -
ht I = 5 1 1 -
We point out that the unique ideals of pure height 1 and n are I = (x1 · · ·xn) and
I = (x1, . . . , xn) respectively and they are Gorenstein.
In three variables we have an example of a non-Gorenstein ring having principally
generated Frobenius algebra:
I = (x, y) ∩ (x, z) ∩ (y, z) = (xy, xz, yz)
It is not Gorenstein since the piece in Hochster's formula corresponding to α = (1, 1, 1)
has dimension two. We should point out that this example is not even Q-Gorenstein.3
The canonical module ωR is isomorphic to the height one ideal (x + y, y + z) in the one
dimensional ring R. Thus ω
(n)
R = ω
n
R ∀n ≥ 1 and, for n ≥ 2, ωnR = (xn, yn, zn) is not
principal.
In four variables we have three examples with inﬁnitely generated Frobenius algebra:
· I = (x, y) ∩ (z, w) = (xz, xw, yz, yw)
· I = (x, y) ∩ (x,w) ∩ (y, z) = (xy, xz, yw)
· I = (x, y) ∩ (x,w) ∩ (y, w) ∩ (z, w) = (xyz, xw, yw)
The ﬁrst example has disjoint variables and the corresponding colon ideal is
(I [q] :R I) = (x
qzq, xqwq, yqzqyqwq, xq−1yq−1zq, xqzq−1wq−1, yqzq−1wq−1, xq−1yq−1wq, (xyzw)q−1)
The second example is very close to being Gorenstein. The pieces corresponding to
α = (0, 1, 1, 1) and α = (1, 1, 1, 1) are zero and we have
(I [q] :R I) = (x
qyq, xqzq, yqwq, xqyq−1zq−1, xq−1yqwq−1, (xyzw)q−1)
The third example is very close to being Gorenstein in the sense that the piece cor-
responding to α = (1, 1, 1, 0) is zero and the one corresponding to α = (1, 1, 0, 1) has
dimension two. We have
(I [q] :R I) = (x
qyqzq, xqwq, yqwq, xq−1yq−1wq, (xyzw)q−1)
The examples with pure height n − 1 that we computed have principally generated
Frobenius algebra. It is easy to check out that this is a general fact.
Proposition 4.1. Let I ⊆ k[[x1, ..., xn]] be a squarefree monomial of pure height n − 1.
Then, the Frobenius algebra F(ER) is principally generated.
3We thank Anurag Singh for this remark.
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Another set of examples with principally generated Frobenius algebra is given by the
ideals
Ik,n :=
⋂
1≤i1<···<ik≤n
(xi1 , . . . , xik).
Their Alexander duals are also of this form, namely we have I∨k,n = In−k+1,n. In general,
having principally generated Frobenius algebra does not behave well for Alexander duality:
take for instance I = (x, y) ∩ (z, w) and I∨ = (x, z) ∩ (x,w) ∩ (y, z) ∩ (y, w).
Proposition 4.2. Let Ik,n ⊆ k[[x1, ..., xn]] be the squarefree monomial ideal obtained as
intersection of all the face ideals of pure height k. Then, the Frobenius algebra F(ER) is
principally generated.
Proof. We have a decomposition Ik,n = Ik,n−1 ∩ Jk,n, where
Jk,n = (xn) +
∑
|α|=n−k+1
(xα11 · · ·xαn−1n−1 )
A direct computation shows that Jk,n has principally generated Frobenius algebra. The
result follows using induction on d. 
4.2. Examples with no pure height. We have seen that the Gorensteinness of the
Stanley-Reisner ring R is not the property that tackles when F(ER) is principally gen-
erated. It turns out that one may even ﬁnd examples of non Cohen-Macaulay rings
with principally generated Frobenius algebra. In 4 and 5 variables we have the following
examples:
· I = (x,w) ∩ (x, z) ∩ (x, y) ∩ (y, z, w)
· I = (x, u) ∩ (x,w) ∩ (x, z) ∩ (x, y) ∩ (y, z, w, u)
· I = (x, z) ∩ (x,w) ∩ (x, u) ∩ (y, z) ∩ (y, w) ∩ (y, u) ∩ (z, w, u)
· I = (x, y, u) ∩ (x, y, w) ∩ (x, y, z) ∩ (y, z, w, u)
· I = (x, y, w) ∩ (x, y, u) ∩ (x, z, w) ∩ (x, z, u) ∩ (y, z, w, u)
In general we may ﬁnd examples in any dimension. Take for example the families of
ideals in n variables
· I = (x1, . . . , xr, xr+1 · · ·xn) ∩ (xr+1, . . . , xn)
· I = (x1, . . . , xr, xr+1 · · ·xr1 , xr1+1 · · ·xr2 , . . . , xrt+1 · · · xn) ∩ (xr+1, . . . , xn),
where 1 ≤ r < r1 < · · · < rt ≤ n.
5. Applications
5.1. Generalized test ideals. M. Blickle developed in [3] the notion of Cartier algebras
and used it to deﬁne test modules τ(M, C) associated to pairs (M, C) consisiting of an
R-Cartier algebra C and a coherent left C-module M . Inspired on previous work by K.
Schwede [17] and using the techniques of M. Blickle and G. Böckle [4], he extended in this
way the notion of the generalized test ideals τ(R, at) of N. Hara and K. Y. Yoshida [11] to a
more general setting. In fact, when R is F -ﬁnite and reduced, by takingM = R, a an ideal
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of R, and C the R-Cartier algebra CatR where t ∈ R≥0, one gets that τ(R, CatR ) = τ(R, at),
see [3, Prop 3.21]. He also extended the notion of jumping numbers and proved that when
a Cartier algebra is gauge bounded then the set of jumping numbers of the corresponding
test modules is discrete [3, Cor 4.19] and that ﬁnitely generated Cartier algebras are gauge
bounded [3, Prop 4.9].
The aim of this Section is to prove that the Cartier algebra C(R) associated to a Stanley-
Reisner ring R is gauge bounded even in the case that it is inﬁnitely generated. To this
purpose we are only going to introduce the notions that we really require. We refer to
[3], [5], [17], [18] for non explained facts on generalized test ideals on singular varieties. A
nice survey can be found in [19].
We ﬁrst recall what a gauge is. Let S = k[x1, . . . , xn] be the polynomial ring in n
variables over a perfect ﬁeld k (or more in general over an F -ﬁnite ﬁeld k). For any
given α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Nn0 we consider the maximun norm ||α|| := maxj αj. This norm
induces an increasing ﬁltration {Sd}d∈N0∪{−∞} of k-subspaces, where Sd is the k-subspace
of S generated by monomials xα such that ||α|| ≤ d and S−∞ := 0.
Let M be an S-module ﬁnitely generated by m1, . . . ,mk. The ﬁltration on S induces
an increasing ﬁltration on M as follows:
Md :=
{
0, if n = −∞,
Sd · 〈m1, . . . ,mk〉, if d ∈ N0.
In this way, one sets
δM : M // N0 ∪ {−∞}
m 7−→
{
−∞, if m = 0,
d, if m ∈Md \Md−1.
We say that δ = δM is a gauge for M .
Remark 5.1. S has a gauge δS induced by the generator 1, i.e. δS is the degree given by
grading the variable with the maximal norm. If R = S/I is a quotient ring, then the
generator 1R of R induces a gauge δR which we shall call standard gauge.
Deﬁnition 5.2. The R-Cartier algebra C(R) is gauge bounded if for each/some gauge δ
on R there exists a set {ψi | ψi ∈ Cei(R)}i∈I which generates C+(R) as a right R-module,
and a constant K such that for each ψi, one has δ(ψi(r)) ≤ δ(r)pei + Kp−1 , r ∈ R. We then
say that K
p−1 is the bound of the gauge.
Our main result in this Section is the following:
Proposition 5.3. The R-Cartier algebra C(R) associated to a Stanley-Reisner ring R
over a perfect ﬁeld is gauge bounded.
M. Blickle [3, Remark 4.20] already pointed out that the example studied by M. Katz-
man in [14] is gauge bounded.
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Proof. Recall from Section 3.1 that the generators of the Frobenius algebra F(ER) are the
monomials up−1 := x(p−1)1 and xγ := xγ11 · · ·xγnn ∈ Jpe , in particular γi ∈ {0, pe − 1, pe},
∀e ≥ 1. Denote suppa(γ) := {i | γi = a} for a = 0, pe − 1, pe. The right R-module
generators of Ce(R) are the unique additive maps ψe,γ := ψe ◦ xγ, where
ψe(cx
α) :=
{
c1/p
e
x
α+1
pe
−1 := c1/p
e
x1
α1+1
pe
−1 · · · xn
αn+1
pe
−1
if pe|αj + 1 ∀j
0, otherwise.
i.e. is the map that sends xp
e−1 to 1 and xα to 0 for 0 ≤ α ≤ pe− 1 (see [5, Remarks 3.11
and 4.7]). Therefore
ψe,γ(cx
α) = ψe(cx
α+γ) :=
{
c1/p
e
x
α+γ+1
pe
−1 if pe|(αj + γj + 1) ∀j
0, otherwise.
In particular, for 0 ≤ α ≤ pe − 1 we have:
ψe,γ(cx
α) =
c1/p
e∏
i∈supppe (γ) xi if αi =
{
pe − 1, if i 6∈ supppe−1(γ)
0, if i ∈ supppe−1(γ).
0, otherwise.
It follows that δ(ψe,γ(r)) ≤ δ(r)pe + Kp−1 ∀r ∈ R for K ≥ p−1pe so C(R) is gauge bounded
with bound 1
pe(p−1) . 
Remark 5.4. It follows from [3, Cor 4.9] that the ﬁnite dimensional k-vector space
R≤b 1
pe(p−1)+1c = R≤1
is a nukleus for (R, C(R)) so any F -pure submodule of R has generators in R≤1. Recall
that it is proven in [7] that the generators of the test ideal τ(R) of a Stanley-Reisner ring
R are squarefree monomials .
Remark 5.5. Consider the right R-module generator ψ1,u := ψ1 ◦ xp−1 of C1(R). It sends
1 to 1 so it gives a splitting of the Frobenius. Thus, any Stanley-Reisner ring is F -split
so it is also F -pure since R is F -ﬁnite and we recover the result in [12].
The main consequence that one derives from the fact that the Cartier algebra is gauge
bounded is the discreteness of the F -jumping numbers of generalized test ideals associated
to pairs in the sense of Hara and Yoshida. We point out that the result we obtain is
not covered in [3] since the Cartier algebra of a Stanley-Reisner ring might be inﬁnitely
generated.
Corollary 5.6. Let a ⊆ R be an ideal of a Stanley-Reisner ring R over a perfect ﬁeld k.
Then the F -jumping numbers of the generalized test ideals τ(R, at) are a discrete set of
R≥0.
Proof. The result follows from the previous Proposition 5.3 and then by applying Propo-
sition 4.15, Corollary 4.19 and Proposition 3.21 in [3]

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5.2. Cartier operators vs. diﬀerential operators. The ring of diﬀerential operators
DR is the subring of EndZR, whose elements are deﬁned inductively on the order (cf. [9,
16.8]). Namely, a diﬀerential operator of order 0 is the multiplication by an element of
R, and a diﬀerential operator of order n is an additive map δ : R −→ R such that for
every r ∈ R, the commutator [δ, r] = δ ◦r−r◦δ is a diﬀerential operator of order ≤ n−1.
In generalDR is not Noetherian but one has a ﬁltration ofR-algebrasD
(e)
R := EndR(F
e
∗R)
such that DR =
⋃
e≥0D
(e)
R for F -ﬁnite rings [23, 1.4.8a]. The elements of D
(e)
R are nothing
but diﬀerential operators that are linear over Rp
e
.
Notice that we have a natural map Φe : Ce(R)⊗R F e(R)−→D(e)R , i.e. a natural map
Φe : HomR(F
e
∗R,R)⊗R HomR(R,F e∗R)−→EndR(F e∗R)
given by sending ψe⊗φe to its composition φe◦ψe, where ψe (resp. φe) is a p−e-linear map
(resp. pe-linear map). We are considering here HomR(F
e
∗R,R) as a right R-module and
HomR(R,F
e
∗R) as a left R-module so the tensor product is just an abelian group and Φe a
morphism of abelian groups. When R is regular and F -ﬁnite this map is an isomorphism.
This is a key ingredient to the so-called Frobenius descent that establishes an equivalence
of categories between the category of R-modules and the category of D
(e)
R -modules using
the Frobenius functor (see [1] for a quick introduction). In the situation we consider in
this work this is no longer an isomorphism but we can control the image of Φe.
First we recall that for the case S = k[x1, . . . , xn] or S = k[[x1, . . . , xn]], DS is the ring
extension of S generated by the diﬀerential operators ∂ti :=
1
t!
dt
dxti
i = 1, . . . , n, where d
t
dxti
is the t-th partial derivation with respect to xi. Using the multi-graded notation
∂α =
1
α1!
dα1
dxα11
· · · 1
αn!
dα1
dxα11
we have that D
(e)
S is the ring extension of S generated by the operators ∂
α with αi < p
e
∀i.
The ring of diferential operators of a quotient ring R = S/I is
DR = DS(I)/IDS
where DS(I) := {δ ∈ DS | δ(I) ⊆ I}. For the case of Stanley-Reisner rings we have the
following presentation given by W. N. Traves [22]:
Proposition 5.7. Let I = Iα1 ∩ · · · ∩ Iαs ⊆ S = k[x1, . . . , xn] be a squarefree monomial
and R = S/I be the corresponding Stanley-Reisner ring. A monomial xβ∂α ∈ DS is
in DR if and only if for each face ideal Iαi in the minimal primary decomposition of I
we have either xβ ∈ Iαi or xα 6∈ Iαi. In particular, DR is generated as a k-algebra by
{xβ∂α | xβ ∈ Iαi or xα 6∈ Iαi ∀i}.
To describe the image of Φe : Ce(R) ⊗R F e(R)−→D(e)R recall that the left R-generator
of F e(R) is the e-th Frobenius map F e and the right R-module generators of Ce(R) are:
· ψe,u := ψe ◦ x(pe−1)1
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· ψe,γ := ψe ◦ xγ where xγ := xγ11 · · ·xγnn ∈ Jpe , in particular γi ∈ {0, pe − 1, pe}.
The action of the generators of Ce(R) on any monomial was described above. Then we
get the following result just comparing with the action of the corresponding diﬀerential
operator:
· Φe(ψe,u ⊗ F e) = ∂(pe−1)1x(pe−1)1
· Φe(ψe,γ ⊗ F e) = xpeα∂(pe−1)1x(pe−1)β
where αi =
{
1 if i ∈ supppe (γ)
0 otherwise
and βi =
{
1 if i ∈ supppe−1(γ)
0 otherwise
Note that the above expression for the elements in the image of Φe is not the same as the
one in Proposition 5.8, but applying the relations deﬁning DR it is not hard to get it.
Using the description in [22] we ﬁnd diﬀerential operators in D
(e)
R that do not belong
to the image of Φe. Take for example xi∂
pe−1
i where xi 6∈ Iα for some face ideal Iα in the
minimal primary decomposition of I.
Example 5.8. Let R be the Stanley-Reisner ring associated to I = (y)∩ (x, z). The ring
of diﬀerential operators DR is the R-algebra generated by {x∂n1 ∂m3 , z∂n1 ∂m3 , y∂n2 }n,m≥0 [22,
Example 4.3].
The Cartier algebra is generated by {xpeype−1, zpeype−1, xpe−1ype−1zpe−1}e≥0 that corre-
spond via Φ to the diﬀerential operators
{xpe∂pe−11 ∂p
e−1
2 ∂
pe−1
3 y
pe−1, zp
e
∂p
e−1
1 ∂
pe−1
2 ∂
pe−1
3 y
pe−1, ∂p
e−1
1 ∂
pe−1
2 ∂
pe−1
3 x
pe−1yp
e−1zp
e−1}e≥0
Notice that x∂p
e−1
1 does not even belong to the R-algebra generated by this set.
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